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Welcome to the Summer
Newsletter!
Brothers! This is the
newest edition to our
Newsletter, created for you
and all of the brothers of the
Atlantic Province.
I just wanted to take this
opportunity to say that we have
the luxury of being a part of an
incredible province. All of our

brothers are pushing the
envelope when it comes to
taking this fraternity and our
profession to the next level.
Let’s not settle for the status
quo. Continue to do great
things and use these stories
for the betterment of the
province. Enjoy!
-Patrick Chancy

Satrap's Corner
Brothers,
I would like to take a moment to offer congratulations to the
Class of 2015. You have worked very hard and after much
delayed gratification you have earned your rewards: a
doctorate degree, full membership in the profession, the
pride of your family, a checked box on life's to do list, and
amongst many other things, a healthy salary.
However, amidst all of the jubilation I would ask that you take
a moment to evaluate your future involvement with the
Brotherhood. Kappa Psi is for life, and there are many ways to stay
involved with the Fraternity as a Graduate Brother. Bear with me a moment as I share
my own (lengthy) experience.
Last year when I graduated, I asked each of my pledge Brothers "What are you going to
do with Kappa Psi now?"
My oldest pledge Brother, who is married and just had his first child, told me very bluntly
what his Kappa Psi experience was going to be as a graduate. "I don't want to travel, I
don't want to go to Conclave, I don't want to have any offices or be on any committees. I
just want to hang out with the guys in Atlanta. I'll go to events and help the Collegiate
Brothers however I can, but that's it."
It may sound like "...but that's it" isn't much, but it is a tremendous amount. In the past
year this Brother has stayed involved with the Chapter, reading and responding to
emails and messages, attending events, and serving as an advisor and big brother to
the entire Chapter. Even if he cannot make an event, he is still willing to make a
donation to help out. We speak several times a week and meet up 2 - 3 times a month.
He is a great Brother and has found his own way of living up to our slogan of "Kappa Psi
is for life."
I then turned to the next oldest of my pledge Brothers and pressed the same question
upon him. "Well, I am Satrap right now, so I'll finish that and be Immediate Past after,
and I'll keep traveling, but who knows after that." And, well, he did exactly that. He is a
highly active and dedicated Brother, and serves at the Chapter, Province, and National
levels. His method of staying involved is by immersion, but as shown above, it is not the
way for everyone.
After making my way around the rest of the lot, I eventually was forced to answer the
question myself. It's a complicated question with a convoluted answer, but since you've

Satrap's Corner
read this far I'll consider you indefatigable and press onward to the moral of my story.
I didn't know what type of Grad Brother I would become, and over the next few years, I
really don't know how I will continue to evolve. But several things keep me going, and
keep me up late on work nights to write epic newsletter articles. I can't pick a "first", but I
have to start somewhere and I will start with the love. As cheesy as it sounds, I love
Kappa Psi. I love the people, and the longer I stay involved, the larger my family grows.
Upon graduation, I knew this reason would keep me around, but it wasn't until I started
working that I found another.
I work at a community pharmacy. I enjoy it, the pay is good, the schedule is fine, and I
have no regrets. HOWEVER. However, it is very easy to disappear as a community
pharmacist. No one chases you down to ask you to precept, give lectures, or be a guest
speaker. The hospital and niche pharmacists are coveted and the rest of us are a dime
a dozen. I realized after a few months of working that if I was going to stay involved in
our profession, I was going to have to be proactive. I have used my status and Kappa
Psi connections to create opportunities to be a preceptor, mentor, guest speaker, and
so on. Kappa Psi is not the only way I am involved with the profession, but it is an
underlying theme in my repertoire.
For all of you who recently graduated, and to all of you that began your rotations, I
implore you to stay active in the Brotherhood and the profession. Your presence (or
absence) will be noticed, especially by the collegiate Brothers who are still living the
struggle. Collegiate Chapters wax and wane with the involvement of their Grads, and I
have seen this with my own initiating Chapter. If you are graduating from a Chapter that
starts with “Epsilon”, chances are that your Grad base is not very strong. If your local
Grad Chapter only sends one (or less) Brothers to Conclave, chances are that your
Grad base is not very strong.
Be the Brother that continues to serve; mentor your younger Brothers and help them
thrive. The Collegiate Brothers will look to you and emulate your behavior. If you teach
them that being involved is not important, and that the norm is for Graduate Brothers to
disappear and become useless, then that is all you can expect from your Chapter in the
future. At the start of pledging new recruits will see this and roll their eyes at the
hypocrisy of “High Ideals” and “Brotherhood is for Life”. Your Brotherhood will wilt and
your Chapter will be no better than PDC, just a club to hang out and add to your CV. A
meeting place for strangers that stop in on their journey to get what they want before
moving on, like a highway truck stop.
Don’t turn your Chapter into a highway truck stop.
-Joe

Welcome 'SCUG'!
An Interview with South Carolina Upstate
Grad Regent, Brother Trey Reeves
when I graduated in 2012. We would
How did the thought come about always meet up for dinner or drinks and talk
about wanting to be more involved with
to start South Carolina Upstate Charleston Grad, but distance was always
Grad?
the biggest obstacle. Once I realized that
In order to understand why South Carolina my career was keeping me in the Upstate,
Upstate Grad came about, first you have to the only logical choice was to make SCUG
official and be recognized Internationally. As
understand a little bit about the different
far as response goes, we have 16 charter
areas of South Carolina. There are three
members comprised of brothers from 6
major economic areas in SC: the Low
Country, which is comprised of Charleston/ different initiation chapters.
Myrtle Beach; the Midlands, which is
Columbia and surrounding counties, and
What was the process like to start
then the Upstate, which is the Greenville/
the chapter and were there many
Spartanburg/Anderson area. Upon
obstacles along the way?
Graduation, brothers will tend to migrate to
one of these three areas in our state. SC
The process for starting a grad chapter is
Grad has been around for decades and
laid out quite plainly in the Grad Chapter
Charleston Grad finally took its place 5 years Manual that is available on the National
ago. It was only natural that one of the
Kappa Psi website. The key to starting a
largest economic areas in the State had a grad chapter is making sure the point of
home for brothers when they start their
contact person is 100% devoted to the
practice.
cause and having a core group of motivated

Did you reach out to brothers and
how did they respond to the idea?

brothers that are willing to spend their time
and energy to make it happen. Additionally,
lots of help was provided by our Executive
Committee liaison Jason Milton and Grand
Executive Counselor Robert Mancini.

Talk of forming SCUG has actually been
years in the making. I already knew about 4 The biggest obstacle for our chapter, as well
or 5 brothers that were active in Iota, my
as probably every grad chapter, is trying to
initiation chapter, that were living in the area
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Welcome 'SCUG'!
An Interview with South Carolina Upstate
Grad Regent, Brother Trey Reeves
find the time to get a majority of your crew
together. As everyone is aware,
pharmacists play several different roles in
our health care system and all those roles
come with different schedules. Add family
and other obligations into the mix, and you
have an extremely narrow window of
opportunity to get everyone together.
Fortunately I have a great group of brothers
here and we have found a way to make it
happen.

Grad Chapters are awesome in the fact that
you are no longer coordinating events with a
school or dealing with people looking to
make their CV look great. Only brothers who
really want to be there will participate and
you get a lot more freedom to create a
chapter you really want it to be. The old
saying “you get out what you put in” applies
very well to Grad Chapters, as the people
that are involved in your Grad Chapter
embody the spirit of “Brothers for Life”. It
gives you an excuse to catch up with your
old school mates, it allows you to gain new
Are there any big plans for
friends at an age where meeting new friends
is hard to do, as well as providing an in
“SCUG”?
The biggest thing we have accomplished so house network for job-opportunities if you
ever need to change your career. However,
far was our initiation. We roasted a 99 lb
all of these things will not happen if you
hog all night and day long and invited any
brother that wanted to make it out, as well as yourself don’t provide them and play an
our friends and neighbors. We managed to active role within your grad chapter. You
have 14 of our brothers make it out, and had can’t expect someone in the Grad Chapter to
over 50 guests celebrate our chartering with put in a word for a position opening if they’ve
us. The event was so successful, we may never met you!
Before the end of this interview, I would like
to acknowledge several people that played
instrumental roles in the formation of SCUG.
To collegiates that will be grad Melissa Buchanan, Rob Declue, Aaron
brothers soon, what would you say Lyons, Andy Curtis, as well as every single
to them about the importance of charter member of South Carolina Upstate
Grad. Without them, there wouldn’t be a
grad chapters?
discussion of how to live the #SCUGLife.

try to make it an annual tradition.

Welcome 'SCUG'!

Congrats to the Brothers of South Carolina
Upstate Grad on becoming the newest
chapter in the Atlantic Province. We are
thrilled to have you!

GCC: What to Expect
By: Abe Duncan
By now, I’m sure all of you are starting to get tired of seeing emails, presentations, Facebook posts, etc
about GCC. And I’m sure that most of you who haven’t been to a GCC previously are starting to wonder
why all the hype. GCC (Grand Council Convention) is Kappa Psi’s worldwide meeting held once every
two years. This one week, chapters from all over the globe come together as one. If that isn’t reason
enough here are a few more reasons you should go.
Meet pharmacists and pharmacy students from all over the country
GCC provides an excellent opportunity to network and fellowship with Kappa Psi brothers from every
chapter. Some of my friendships that are still strong to this day started at GCC.
Learn how to have a better chapter
GCC provides an excellent opportunity to learn ways to improve your chapter. Through workshops and
exchanging ideas with other brothers, you can learn how to address problems that all chapters face and
come up with solutions that previously your chapter may not have thought of
Discuss changes to Constitution and By-Laws
This is probably the least interesting thing that happens at GCC. However this probably has the most
impact on our chapters. Changes to our C&BL can dictate anything from how much you get charged
dues, to how your chapter meets, to your ability to vote at province meetings. Anything that can impact
you this much, you need a voice in. The only way for your voice to be heard is to be there
Elect leaders for the next term
GCC is also where we come together to vote on the Executive Committee for the next two years. Our
International Executive Committee makes decisions while GCC is not in session, and their decisions can
impact chapters much the same way legislation can. Anything that can impact you this much, you need
to have a voice in it.
It’s in an awesome city with tons of activities planned
Denver is a cool city and has lots of things to do. There have also been activities planned such as an
excursion to a Colorado Rockies game. So there’s ample opportunity to have fun as well
If you haven’t signed up yet, please go to https://www.kappapsi.org/ and sign up immediately. Also if you
have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact myself at atlantic.province.gccdelegate@gmail.com
or brother Kyle Brown at atlantic.province.altgccdele@gmail.com.
Fraternally,
Abe

Chapter Updates
Theta
Theta Chapter kicked off 2015 with its Doctors of Pharmacy and ready to make
annual pledging period. This year’s pledges their mark on the world of pharmacy. Our
not only assisted with our philanthropy
graduated brothers will be working in a
events, but also did volunteer work assisting variety of settings ranging from community
at the local Richmond Center for High Blood to the VA health system and pursuing
Pressure, which provides cardiovascular
residencies at The Ohio State Medical
health management services to the
Center and the University of New Mexico
uninsured. All of this in addition to learning Hospitals.
about the fraternity and our chapter. At the
The first half of 2015 was a great six
end of the pledge period, we welcomed 14
months for Theta Chapter and we look
new brothers into the fraternity.
On March 21, we hosted our annual forward to meeting our brothers in the
Kappapalooza event, featuring live music
Atlantic Province at the Summer Conclave
from local band Nobody’s Poet, door prizes, in June.
and health awareness. This is the second
year that Theta Chapter has held this event
and we had an incredible turnout, raising
over $1,000 for the Richmond Center for
High Blood Pressure.
The annual Kappa Psi Charity Golf
Tournament was held this year on April 4 at
the Hollows Golf Club in Montpelier, VA.
The top 3 teams won gift cards, and there
were also prizes for closest to the pin and
longest drive, as well as a raffle. It was
another popular event again this year, with
a great turnout from current students,
alumni, and faculty, and Theta raised over
$3,000 for not only the Richmond Center
for High Blood Pressure but also the ALS
Association.
Finally, as the spring semester closed,
we parted with 16 brothers who are now

Chapter Updates
Delta Lambda
Delta Lambda just finished a great
spring semester. We began the semester
with three amazing rush events including a
potluck and a Winter Wonderland rush. We
had three outstanding pledges that we
were proud to welcome to the brotherhood
in April.
We had many fun social events this
past semester. We welcomed our pledges
with a “Heroes and Villains” party where
everyone got to dress up as their favorite
superhero or villain. Our house was
transformed into a jungle for our “KappaPsi-fari” party, complete with animal
sounds, waterfall and chocolate fondue
“mud bath”.

non=perishable goods for a local food
pantry, Our first ever “Serving to Serve”
volleyball tournament was a big success
where we raised money for the American

We helped give back to the
community through a multitude of service
events. We visited local nursing home for
Valentines Day and gave cards we made to
the residents. We also had a “share the
love” food drive and collected

Red Cross. We also held a blood drive in
conjunction with the American Red Cross.
Finally, we visited Carolina Tiger Rescue
where we braved the big cats to help put up
a fence. I’m glad to say that no one lost any
limbs.

Chapter Updates
Gamma Phi
Gamma Phi is the Kappa Psi chapter sometimes much more. One of our most
at the University of Georgia in Athens,
dedicated Brothers organized a fundraiser
Georgia. Our Chapter was chartered in 1951 recently to help those affected by the
– 64 years ago. We currently have 36 active horrendous earthquake in Nepal. Through
members who uphold the traditions and
his heart warming efforts and some help
standards of our Chapter as well as those of from the other Brothers of Gamma Phi, he
Kappa Psi.
was able to successfully raise over a
This May was bittersweet for the
thousand dollars for those who needed it
Brothers of Gamma Phi. Four of our most most.
dedicated Brothers graduated and we are
immensely proud of them for their hard
work. While it will not be the same without
them on a daily basis, we wish them the
best as they begin their professions as
pharmacists in earnest and hope that we
will still see them all again soon. While
three of these Brothers will begin practice
immediately, we are delighted that one of
our four newest Alumni Brothers as well as
another Alumnus from several years ago
will be continuing their educational careers
through residencies!
The past few months have seen a lot
of hard work from Gamma Phi. With the
help of Alumni donations, fund raisers, and
Gamma Phi is also excited about what the
the hard work of our Brothers, we have
successfully completed a lot of maintenance next months have to offer. We look forward
on our house such as replacing the siding, to seeing you all at Summer Conclave
seeding the front yard with grass, spreading hosted by Epsilon Zeta and also at the 57th
gravel in the back for parking, and
Grand Council Convention in Denver,
constructing a privacy fence around our
backyard. Our hard work has not only been Colorado! It really has been a great last few
at home though! Despite less than desirable months for Gamma Phi, and although four
weather, our teams for flag football, softball, of our great friends and Brothers have left
and ultimate frisbee were victorious many us to begin their careers, we look forward to
times on the field and represented Kappa making new Brothers in the Fall when our
Psi well.
pledge season begins anew. Come see us
The Gamma Phi Chapter of Kappa Psi
in Athens!
is always looking for a way to better our
community, the College of Pharmacy, and

Chapter Updates
Gamma Psi
This year, we pledged our largest class since 2009. Each of these gentlemen brings
their own uniqueness to the Chapter. We look forward to the great things that these eight
new Brothers will accomplish in the future. Also, our Founder’s Day Celebration was held
on March 14th, 2015 at Maggiano’s in Buckhead. Past Regent Purvish Patel was
presented with the Honorary Paddle. The weekend was filled with bonding between
Alumni and Collegiate Brothers capped off by a group brunch the following the morning.

Beta Xi
On May 2nd, the Beta Xi chapter
speeches and reflected on their
celebrated our 100th year anniversary. Many experiences, memories and other great
alumni and national officers came to
stories from the past 100 years of our
celebrate the occasion. The celebration took Chapter.
place at the UNC Eshelman School of
Pharmacy as well as a reception at the
Kappa Psi house afterwards where guests
were able to see the changes to the house.
230 brothers and guests came to celebrate
the event. Brothers such as Dean Bob
Blouin of UNC Eshelman School of
Pharmacy, national officers such as Grand
Regent Eric Gupta, and our Chapter’s CoGrand Council Deputies gave great

Chapter Updates
Epsilon Zeta
Since the last Winter Province Epsilon Summer Conclave and a great chance to
Zeta has been busy with Philanthropy and fellowship and make memories with
community events. In March EZ hosted its Brothers. We are excited to see everyone
4th annual Apothecary Dash 5K to raise
here in East Tennessee!
money for Relay for Life and also joined
forces with a local health center to organize
and teach Dyslipidemia Management. At the
end of March the Brothers of Epsilon Zeta
spent a week assisting a local church in
their daily soup kitchen. In April EZ
participated in ETSU’s Relay for Life event
which benefits the American Cancer
Association. EZ raised $3500+ and hopes to
keep its title of the school’s largest team
and highest fundraising team in Relay for
Life this year. Epsilon Zeta closed out the
Spring Semester by hosting our school wide
Apothecary Ball, a formal event that allows
students to relax and enjoy great food,
music and fun.
Our Conclave Planning Committee has
been working hard to plan the Atlantic
Province’s next Conclave that will be held
here in Johnson City. It will be a relaxed

Chapter Updates
Buies Creek Grad
The brothers of the Buies Creek
Graduate Chapter have had a fun spring.
We came together to watch a Campbell
University Fighting Camels Men’s Basketball
game. Several graduate brothers also
participated in the Can You Dig It? charity
volleyball tournament with Delta Lambda
brothers. The proceeds from registration
fees were donated to the Red Cross.
Brothers Michael Adams, Kimberly Lewis,
and Leigh Foushee attended a luncheon to
welcome our newest graduate brothers.
They spoke to the new graduates and
welcomed them to life after graduation from
pharmacy school. Brother Melissa
Buchanan also sent a letter that was read to
our new graduates. We are looking forward
to GCC in Denver this summer, and the
election of our new officers.

Important Reminders
July 1st, Oct 1st, and Dec 1st are the
remaining deadlines for Mask Articles this
year. Please send them to me at
atlantic.province.historian@gmail.com or, if
you send them directly to nationals, please let
me know!

Stay Connected with your
Province
Website: kappapsiatlanticprovince.webs.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/KappaPsiAtlatnicProvince
Google Group: https://groups.google.com/d/forum/atlanticProvince

Summer Conclave
Thank you Epsilon Zeta for hosting an
amazing Summer Conclave!

